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TOEIC:
1. A pilot experiences a close call when a flock of birds crosses his path. He manages
to steer the plane away from the birds at the last second. Choose the sentence
that correctly describes the situation.
a. The plane hit nearly all the birds.
b. The plane nearly hit all the birds.
c. Nearly all the birds were hit by the plane.
d. Birds hit nearly the plane by the
2. Choose the answer that corrects the misplaced phrase in this sentence:
Wearing a tutu, Bill Bates gave pet rats to the little girl and her brother.
a. Bill Bates gave pet rats wearing a tutu to the little girl and her brother.
b. Bill Bates gave pet rats to the little girl and her brother wearing a tutu.
c. Bill Bates gave pet rats to the little girl wearing a tutu and her brother.
d. The modifier is placed correctly in the original sentence.
3. The simple past of SMILE is:
a. Smiled

b. Smilied

c. Smild

d. Smuled

c. Watched

d. Watcher

c. Enjoyed

d. Enjoyer

4. The simple past of WATCH is:
a. Watchied

b. Watches

5. The simple past of ENJOY is:
a. Enjoied

b. Enjoyes
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Mathematics:
1. The range of the data is equal to the _________ - smallest value.
a. longest value

b. extreme value c. largest value

d. middle value

2. ____________ is the collection of facts or information.
a. data

b. range

c. value

d. mean

3. In the class interval 11-15, 11 is the lower limit while 15 is the _____________.
a. lower boundary

b. upper boundary

c. upper limit

d. class interval

4. In the class interval 11-15, ________ is the lower boundary, while 15.5 is the upper
boundary.
a. 11

b. 11.5

c. 10

d. 10.5

5. If the range is 50 and the 10 classes are required, what is the class size?
a. 5

b. 6

c. 5.5

d. 6.5

Science :
1. Which of the following is an example of chromosome mutation?
a. color blindness

b. albinism

c. Turner’s syndrome

d. sickle-cell anemia

2. Which of the following is a physical mutagen?
a. UV rays

b. formaldehyde c. benzene

d. nicotine

3. What kind of mutation is Down syndrome?
a. chemical

b. chromosome

c. gene

d. physical

4. Which of the following is an example of a chemical mutagen?
a. X-ray

b. UV rays

c. gamma rays

d. formaldehyde

5. ___________ is used to replace a damaged, missing or mutated gene with
a normal gene.
a. gene test

b. breeding

c. genome

d. gene therapy
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